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SOFTPOWER MAGBANK
LL153

COMPACT MAGNETIC WIRELESS POWER BANK

With Softpower Magbank, take advantage of magnetic* wireless charging 
technology to instantly and quickly charge your compatible iPhone thanks to 
its secure attachment and precise positioning, even when you’re on the go!

Compact, slim and lightweight, this sleek battery pack also works with other 
Qi-enabled devices to deliver a seamless, easy and convenient charging 
experience. 
 
In addition to its wireless charging function, Softpower Magbank can be used 
as a power bank to recharge - simultaneously or not - another wired device.

Its premium synthetic leather finish makes it a beautiful accessory to accompany 
your smartphone in style. 
* For iPhone only

AVAILABLE IN STOCK

BC N R

AVAILABLE COLORS MSRP 69,90€/$

ALAIN BERTEAU
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POWERON 
LL152

DUAL USB WALL FAST CHARGER

Enjoy fast and secure 30W charging, crafted in a design accessory, Poweron 
is a sleek wall charger featuring a Power Delivery (PD) enabled USB-C port, 
allowing you to power up any of your mobile devices such as smartphones, 
tablets and laptops.

With Poweron, reach up to 50% battery level of your iPhone in less than 30 
minutes. An additional USB-A port offers the ability to charge a second device 
simultaneously.

With its round shape and durable synthetic leather finishing, Poweron is the 
perfect power adapter to complement your interior or travel with you around 
the world, thanks to its compact format and included EU & US plugs.

WD9 NDBR

AVAILABLE IN STOCK

AVAILABLE COLORS MSRP 39,90€/$

LEXON STUDIO

STUDIO
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MINA SUNRISE 
LR153

SUNRISE ALARM CLOCK
 

Mina Sunrise is a 3-in-1 lamp that embarks the following features to act as the 
perfect bedside companion:
• A sunrise simulator to wake up gently with gradual increase of brightness
• An alarm clock with 5 preset melodies, including natural sounds
• A sunset simulation function to fall asleep peacefully
•  An elegant light offering a selection of 9 LED colors to match the atmosphere 

of your room
With its compact shape, sleek aluminum base and high-quality display, Mina 
Sunrise has been designed to complement your nightstand and to be easy to 
interact with. Pressing the top of the lamp will turn the light on/off, change the 
LED color, adjust brightness, or stop the ongoing alarm. 
Whether it is for reading in bed, creating a calming lighting ambiance before 
going to sleep or waking up refreshed in the morning, Mina Sunrise the right 
device to do it all in style.

MD BZ MXDR

1ST BATCH SOLD-OUT / RESTOCKING IN MAY

AVAILABLE COLORS MSRP 79,90€/$

MANUELA SIMONELLI 
& ANDREA QUAGLIO
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HORIZON DISPENSER 
LH91

AUTOMATIC GEL & SOAP DISPENSER

Horizon Dispenser is a sleek automatic gel & soap dispenser with contactless 
infrared sensor that helps you keep your hand clean while complementing your 
interior space.

Boasting a modern shape and ergonomic design, suitable for both sanitizing 
gel and liquid soap, it’s been crafted to blend into your home perfectly.

Thanks to its built-in and long-lasting rechargeable battery, large capacity 
refillable tank and adjustable output flow, Horizon Dispenser can be easily used
on a daily basis for either disinfection of handwashing.

D O1 XLB1

AVAILABLE COLORS MSRP 39,90€/$

natacha.sacha

USB-C
CHARGING PORT

UP TO 6 MONTHS
BATTERY LIFE

13.5 oz  
CAPACITY

ADJUSTABLE
PUMP FLOW

WORKS WITH
LIQUID SOAP

CONTACTLESS
GEL DISPENSER

AUTOMATIC
HAND DETECTION

AVAILABLE IN STOCK
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C-PEN STYLUS 
LS102

STYLUS WITH 32GB USB-C DRIVE
 

COMING IN APRIL 2023

C-Pen Stylus is a 2-in-1 writing instrument: a sleek stylus with a replaceable tip, 
embarking a 32GB USB-C flash drive.

Ideal for taking notes, sketching or scrolling, C-Pen Stylus protects your screen 
from scratches and fingerprints.

Compatible with USB-C computers, tablets and smartphones, C-Pen Stylus 
offers a handy way to transfer files between all your devices. Its 32GB of 
memory means you can store up to 4000 pictures, 7000 songs or 40 hours of 
video.

This must-have accessory for the modern on-the-go person comes in 4 colors 
in glossy and matt finish.

WGDR NDB

AVAILABLE COLORS MSRP 39,90€/$

ALAIN BERTEAU
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ORBE 
LH88

PORTABLE LED LAMP WITH MOVING HEAD
 

Orbe is a portable lamp like no other. Inspired by the cup-and-ball game, its 
form factor features a detachable and moving magnetic diffuser, connected to 
the base with a sleek matching cord.

Easy to use, it can be entirely operated from a single button to turn the light 
on/off, change LED colors and adjust brightness.

Offering a rechargeable and long-lasting battery life, wide range of dimmable 
lighting colors, Orbe will create the perfect ambiance anywhere you place it, 
both indoors and outdoors.

WGD DRY NDG1

COMING IN MAY 2023

RECHARGEABLE
VIA USB-C

SUITABLE FOR OUTDODR 
USE (IPX4

100 LUMENS
BRIGHTNESS

UP TO 48 HOURS
OF ILLUMINATION

LED LAMP WITH  
9 COLORS

ROTATING & DETACHABLE
MAGNETIC HEAD

DIMMER

AVAILABLE COLORS MSRP 79,90€/$

NELSON FOSSEY
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BUBBLE LAMP 
LH70

TABLE LAMP WITH BUILT-IN Qi WIRELESS CHARGER
 

Acting both as a sleek LED lamp and wireless charging station, Bubble Lamp 
is the perfect object to complement your nightstand, desk or coffee table. 
Bubble Lamp provides 9 LED colors and adjustable brightness to match the 
atmosphere of your room.

Crafted in a sleek aluminum finish and boasting a glass globe, Bubble Lamp 
will add a touch of elegance and chicness to your home. Its built-in wireless 
charger is subtly integrated into the base and works with all Qi-enabled devices, 
including smartphones and earbuds.

D LP DB XDG1

DUAL USB-C 
PORT

GLASS 
GLOBE 

RECHARGEABLE
BATTERY

WIRELESS 
CHARGER

Qi-CERTIFIED FAST
CHARGING

DIMMER

COMING IN JUNE 2023

AVAILABLE COLORS MSRP 99,90€/$

ALAIN BERTEAU

LED LAMP WITH  
9 COLORS
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HORIZON THERMOS BOTTLE 
LL148

VACUUM INSULATED STAINLESS STEEL BOTTLE

Horizon Thermo Bottle is the best insulated bottle for your daily adventures. 
Featuring a large 500mL / 17 fl oz capacity, double-wall vacuum insulation and 
18/8 grade stainless steel, Horizon Thermo Bottle keeps your liquid cold for 24h 
and hot for 12h. 

Designed in a sleek aluminum finishing convenient for both indoor and outdoor 
usage, it’s been crafted with a handy hook that makes it easy to carry or to clip 
to your backpack.

D O1 XLB1

COMING IN MAY 2023

AVAILABLE COLORS MSRP 39,90€/$

natacha.sacha

BUILT-IN 
CLIP

BPA FREE500 mL / 17 fl oz 
CAPACITY

24H COLD 
12H HOT

LEAKPROOFREUSABLE 
BOTTLE

DOUBLE-WALL 
INSULATED
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NOMADAY PILLBOX 
LL157

PILL ORGANIZER WITH 7 COMPARTMENTS

Featuring a sleek aluminum finish and a convenient tray system with  
7 compartments, Nomaday Pillbox is the perfect organizer to store your meds 
nicely and slip into a purse or backpack when traveling.

DR DG1 ND XDB

SUITABLE  
FOR TRAVEL

EASY  
TO CLEAN

ALUMINIUM
FINISHING

COMING IN MAY 2023

BPA FREE

AVAILABLE COLORS MSRP 29,90€/$

GUILLAUME DELVIGNE

PILL BOX
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